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COSTA BLANCA DREAM PROPERTIES

Ref. 3054

La Boheme

Frontline Property in Benissa

To whom it
may concern
Since time immemorial, coastal regions
worldwide have counted among the most
sought after locations on earth – whether
bustling port cities like Hamburg and Antwerp
or the paradisiacal, idyllic and geographically
grandiose spots of this planet.
The Costa Blanca is one of those dream
locations, most notably the northern Costa
Blanca, which, with its superb, scenic panorama
presents the perfect setting for any type of
dwelling, from the idyllically small and rustically
rural, amid pure nature, to the breathtakingly
elegant and contemporary and much more.
The choice is considerable and is constantly
changing, including tremendous locations
close to the sea, with infinite views into the
distance or hidden spots in the countryside
with a rural and aristocratic ambience.
The variety of property on the northern Costa
Blanca is immense, from the conservative,
early Levantine, grand architectural style to the
innovative, dreamlike and futuristic new-build.
In this brochure we would like to present to
you four of our most beautiful “Preciosas”, which
differ in location and finish, yet each one is a
true pearl in itself. Enjoy your time exploring.
With fondest regards,

Julia Arp
+34 665 316 374
contact@hg-hamburg.de

Hanseatische Gesellschaft Hamburg
Costa Blanca Immobilien-Vermittlung Walter Arp mbH

Ref. 3290

Ref. 3258

Villa Sirena
JÁVEA
This lovingly maintained property is a rare gem with vintage charm. The elongated, expansive south facing plot
extends over two flat levels of 2.400m² and a villa of 416m² with typically early Levantine architecture and built in 1978
with 7 bedrooms, 5 bathrooms, oil central heating, garage carport for 3 cars, own well, alarm system in- and outside
and deposit. The near and distant environment is similarly sophisticated and the location is peaceful and sunny.
€ 875.000,-.

Ref. 3054

Royal Flush
MORAIRA
The location is breath-taking, the view awe-inspiring! It extends a full 360 degrees over the picturesque hinterland,
with its striking mountain ranges and encompasses the entire bay from the yachting marina of Moraira, stretching
as far as the Calpe skyline. South facing flat plot of 1.040m². Charming house of 350m² built in 1998, 4 bedrooms,
3 bathrooms, wine-cellar, music system, 10m infinity pool, garage, floor heating and a high-tech fitness studio.
€ 1.490.000,-.

Ref. 3232

El Retiro Verde
BENISSA
This rural property, from the outside in the style of a traditional finca, looks out far and wide into the enchanting,
immense scenery of the hinterland. The truly imposing plot, virtually flat, of 10.025m² and a house of 500m²,
consist of 4 bedrooms, 4 bathrooms, oil central heating, central A/C, wine-cellar, own well, alarm system, video
monitoring, sauna, Jacuzzi, pavilion and double garage. A rare and beautiful property of distinction and perfection.
€ 1.950.000,-.

Ref. 3290

La Boheme
BENISSA
This is an exceedingly beautiful villa for the purist, “ornately adorned” in an enchanting location, situated in the front
line, directly facing the Mediterranean Sea. South facing plot of 1.620m², large house of 450m² built in 1982, with 4
bedrooms, 4 bathrooms and a very modern kitchen. Oil central heating, barbecue, Jacuzzi, Apartment, access to the
Camino Maritimo leading to the port. This is a top-level property of a quite special kind and a distinctly artistic style.
€ 3.980.000,-.
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Los datos y precios indicados en este catálogo no son contractuales y pueden variar según condiciones del mercado.
The data and prices indicated in this publication are not contractual and may vary according to market conditions.
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